Wyplay connects Frog broadcast TV Set-Top-Boxes to the SIGFOX Internet of Things network

- SIGFOX wireless technology brings interactivity to millions of broadcast STBs not otherwise connected to Internet
- Drivers and APIs for SIGFOX-capable dongles and integrated chips are pre-integrated in Wyplay’s Frog client open-source convergent TV middleware
- Joint solution will be demonstrated at CES in Las Vegas (January 6th – 9th)

MARSEILLE & LABEGE, France – December 16th, 2014 – Wyplay, creator of software solutions for leading pay-TV operators, and SIGFOX, a pioneer in cost-effective, energy-efficient IoT connectivity, today revealed a joint technology collaboration that yields significant benefits to pay-TV operators and enhanced customer experience.

The system, which will be showcased at 2015 International CES® in Las Vegas, Nev., integrates SIGFOX’s IoT cellular connectivity solution with Wyplay’s open-source pay-TV set-top-box (STB) middleware. This will allow TV operators to connect their broadcast decoders to their backend systems without a direct Internet connection, potentially providing enhanced service to two-thirds of all satellite subscribers worldwide.

In one use case, essential customer-care diagnostics information can be retrieved from STBs over SIGFOX’s network and cloud platform by the TV operator’s call-center staff. With this data, the operator can quickly identify the root cause of a customer complaint, such as a dead battery in the remote control or a disconnected satellite cable. This information can significantly shorten phone calls between call centers and customers, thus improving the subscriber’s satisfaction and reducing operating costs.

This integration has been made possible thanks to the open nature of the Frog Client middleware, the availability of SIGFOX Ready™ devices and the close cooperation of the Canal+ innovation team.

The source code for the Frog Client Middleware is available on the Frog Community Portal to more than 75 Licensee companies that are members of the Frog by Wyplay open innovation community. This group represents a large cross section of the pay-TV industry (operators, chipset vendor, devices manufacturers, technology services firms and independent solution vendors).
The SIGFOX global IoT network, which is operating in several European countries and will begin deployment in the U.S. in the beginning of 2015, is designed exclusively for two-way, small-message device communication. This eliminates the cost and energy-use barriers to wide adoption of the IoT and greatly extends the battery and service life of connected devices.

Drivers and APIs for SIGFOX-capable dongles and integrated chips will be pre-integrated in Wyplay’s Frog client open-source convergent TV middleware as part of the SIGFOX Ready™ program, in which SIGFOX certifies partner hardware to simplify installation and assure optimal performance.

“This partnership clearly illustrates the kind of win-win efficiencies that the Internet of Things can deliver via SIGFOX’s network and the innovative thinking that typifies the Frog by Wyplay alliance,” said Stuart Lodge, executive vice president global sales at SIGFOX. “Helping TV operators improve customer service, while lowering operating costs is a powerful example for other industries and service providers.”

“SIGFOX’s cellular connectivity solution is a cost-effective and pragmatic solution to improve the TV subscribers’ experience on already-deployed set-top-boxes and new devices alike,” said Dominique Féral, Wyplay’s CMO. He added: “This plug & play solution will allow innovative pay-TV broadcast use cases such as user statistics and STB diagnostic recovery, push recommendations, remote recording and other features that improve functionality.”

Wyplay will showcase its integration of SIGFOX’s technology on the Canal+ STB at the International CES tradeshow in Las Vegas, Venetian Hotel, Murano Ballroom #3302. Click here to book a meeting.
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About Wyplay

Independent and internationally recognized, Wyplay develops open, modular and innovative software solutions for OTT, IPTV, cable, satellite and terrestrial TV operators and broadcasters around the world. Wyplay’s technology enables operators to select, configure, and deploy solutions easily from the richest list of preconfigured functionality available in a TV solution, including an electronic program guide; video recorder; multiscreen and multiroom connectivity, an application store; and more. Wyplay’s professional services team creates user experiences that exactly match and complement an operator’s or broadcaster’s product and market strategies. Wyplay is now a strategic partner for such leading brands as SFR, Vodafone, Belgacom and now Canal+. To learn more about Wyplay’s set-top box, multi-screen and OTT solutions, please visit www.wyplay.com and www.FrogByWyplay.com.

Blog: www.frogbywyplay.com/page/blog
Twitter: @frogbywyplay
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/Wyplay/videos
About SIGFOX

SIGFOX is the only provider of dedicated cellular connectivity for the Internet of Things and Machine-to-Machine communications. The company’s network complements existing high-bandwidth systems by providing economical, energy-efficient two-way transmission of small quantities of data, thus lowering barriers to wide implementation of IoT and M2M solutions, and greatly extending the battery and service life of connected devices. SIGFOX’s global network is deployed through the SIGFOX Network Operator™ partnership program, with more than 1.5 million square kilometers already covered. The company is headquartered in Labège, France, and has offices in Mountain View, Calif., and Madrid, Spain. For more information, visit www.sigfox.com and follow the company on Twitter @sigfox.

For more information, see www.sigfox.com and follow us on Twitter @sigfox.
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